INTRODUCTION
============

Under no strand bias conditions, i.e. when mutation rates are identical for complementary nucleotide substitutions (e.g. A to G and T to C), one can expect equimolarities of complementary nucleotides in single-stranded DNA ([@b1]). Chargaff was the first to report such an extended equidistribution in raw genomic sequences in 1951 ([@b2]) and this form of symmetry has since been widely referred to as 'Chargaff 2nd Parity Rule' (*PR2*).

Local violations of this parity have been observed in all known organisms and in bacteria they have been correlated with the positioning of the origin of replication. Differences in the synthesis of the leading and lagging strands have been proposed to be the reason behind the observed deviations, which also switch their direction at the point of the origin of replication ([@b3]). Relative nucleotide skews between complementary nucleotides \[expressed as (A − T)/(A + T) and (G − C)/(G + C)\] have been used in order to determine the position of the origin of replication in bacterial species ([@b4]--[@b6]), chloroplast genomes ([@b7]), viral and mitochondrial genomes ([@b8]). In particular, Frank and Lobry ([@b9]) have provided a very useful tool, which may predict probable origins of replication of bacterial genomes, using the nucleotide skews (see also <http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/software/Oriloc>).

Nonetheless, replication is not the only molecular process that seems to be affecting strand parity. Szybalski *et al*. ([@b10]) first noted the loading of mRNAs with purine residues. Bell and Forsdyke ([@b11]) demonstrated that the direction of transcription correlates with the well-reported complementary nucleotide skews and Lao and Forsdyke ([@b12]) went further to propose the necessity of avoiding the formation of extended secondary mRNA structures as an evolutionary pressure lying behind them. Touchon *et al*. ([@b13]) have also argued for transcription being the main source of PR2 violations but attribute the process to specific mutational biases. Recently, transcription coupled asymmetry of nucleotide transition rates was also reported in mammalian genomes ([@b14],[@b15]).

Regarding the main cause of these asymmetries, various authors ([@b16],[@b17]) have provided some solid evidence in favor of the mutationist view by demonstrating that the skews are mainly expressed in the third codon positions of genes as well as in non-coding regions where selective pressure is minimal. The deviations are found to be more intense in third codon positions of genes than in intergenic sequences ([@b17]). Single-stranded DNA is being exposed during the transcription as well as the replication process, and in that way asymmetric mutational pressures between leading and lagging strand can be shaping the nucleotide composition through both processes ([@b18]--[@b21]).

Another type of fundamental asymmetry, very common in bacterial genomes, is that of gene orientation. In most species, there seems to be a tendency for having the majority of genes transcribed in the replication direction ([@b22]--[@b24]). McInerney ([@b25]) observed that the codon usage variation in *Borrelia burgdorferi* is a result of this trend of strand asymmetry. Head-on collisions of the two polymerases can be by-passed as has been shown for *Escherichia coli* ([@b26],[@b27]) but the evolutionary advantage remains in matters of transcription speed, especially in highly expressed genes ([@b28]). Rocha and Danchin ([@b29]) have brought evidence that it is essentiality and not expressiveness that drives genes to be encoded on the leading strand. In any case, when transcriptional activity is indispensable there is an evolutionary advantage that leads genes to be transcribed co-directionally with replication. The co-occurrence of the nucleotide asymmetries and gene-strand bias has been noticed previously ([@b30]) but not discussed in detail.

The origin of replication of certain genomes has proven difficult to be defined with or without the use of skews. Data referring to the localization of the origin of replication are lacking for the majority of the archaea while for some of them two or three functional sites have been reported ([@b31],[@b32]) based on experimental data.

This work will attempt to focus on specific aspects of the correlation of skews with the processes of transcription and replication that have not yet been pointed out. Furthermore, it will attempt to argue on the possible existence of multiple origins of replication in specific bacterial genomes as a potential explanation regarding the observed skews as well as the failure to locate a single origin in certain species.

RESULTS
=======

Parity violation in some distinct cases
---------------------------------------

The well-studied genome of *E.coli* is one of the best examples where nucleotide skews are highly correlated with the location of the origin of replication ([@b6]). One can locate the origin of replication simply from observing a cumulative GC skew like the one presented in [Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, where the CDS skew for the *E.coli* genome is also depicted. A CDS skew may be presented pictorially when one addresses the direction of transcription of genes in a manner resembling a walk along the DNA thread. The curve moves upwards for each gene encoded on the examined strand (denoted '+' by convention) or downwards if the gene is encoded on the complementary '−' strand. The space increment covered each time equal the gene\'s length. Thus, the shape of the CDS skew is indicative of specific trends in the gene orientation throughout the genome.

The significant correlation of the CDS skew with the formerly discussed, nucleotide ones (here GC skew only) is obvious in the case of *E.coli*. Through examination of all available genome skews as presented in the *Oriloc* website (<http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/software/Oriloc>), one may conclude that there are no cases of existence of the one type of skew without the other, while absence of a CDS skew is always followed by a subsequent absence of the nucleotide ones. It appears that the two types of skews are connected through a necessary condition. In the following, we will try to provide evidence advocating that this condition is also a sufficient one.

Based on the above observations, one can make some interesting conjectures on the genomes that do not have apparent nucleotide skews. The case of *Nostoc* sp. is characteristic. As shown in [Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} there are no clear-cut nucleotide skews in the genome of this organism. What is also interesting is the lack of a CDS skew, as the direction of transcription does not follow a special trend. Furthermore, examination of a large number of bacterial genomes (data from *Oriloc*) shows that the behaviour similar to *Nostoc* sp. is observed for a small number of eubacteria and for the majority of the archaea.

It is obvious from [Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} that the GC skews (and to a lesser extent the AT skews) follow the rudimentary CDS skew when this exists. We find reasonable to believe that the absence of nucleotide skews in *Nostoc* sp. and in most archaea is a direct consequence of the absence of a clear CDS skew. The above conjecture may be corroborated through the following findings. We have divided the complete genome of *Nostoc* sp. in parts, each including a gene and the adjacent non-coding spacer and have re-positioned them according to their transcription direction in order for a skewed distribution to be formed. This was carried out in the following way: an artificial genome has been constructed, containing the complete set of *Nostoc* sp. genes with all those encoded on the '+' strand at the first half and all those of the '−' strand at the second half. The relative positions of the non-coding spacers remained unchanged. An artificial, perfect CDS skew was thus created, using the complete set of genes of the *Nostoc* sp. genome. We then went on to check this artificial genome\'s nucleotide skews and compare them with the ones produced by the real genome. The results depicted in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} show that a very intense AT nucleotide skew is obtained from the 're-arranged' genome, in contrast to the one produced by the real genome (the GC skew shape was very similar, data not shown). This may be held as evidence of the CDS skew being a sufficient condition for the observation of the nucleotide skews. Moreover, it constitutes a strong argument in favour of transcription-related mutational pressure being the main source of compositional asymmetry. If replication-related mutation bias were to be creating the nucleotide skews directly, it would be very unlikely that such an extensive manipulation of the genomic coordinates would lead to the formation of clear-cut nucleotide skews.

But where lies the difference between bacteria that produce strong CDS skews, such as *E.coli* and others that do not, such as *Nostoc* sp. and the majority of the archaea? We believe that the existence of more than one functional origins of replication may come as a plausible explanation. In the case of the short eubacterial chromosomes, in contrast to eukaryotic ones, when more than one functional origins of replication exist, they will not have to be simultaneously active, rather one would be selected in a more or less stochastic way. Under this prospect and due to the alternations of the origins of the replication, no CDS skew would have emerged because of the lack of evolutionary advantages of co-directionality of transcription and replication. Thus, neither nucleotide skews would be observed. An inspection of [Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, which corresponds to the skews produced by *Nostoc* sp., an exceptional eubacterial case, as well as the ones derived from most archaeal genomes (data not shown) provides the picture that one would expect under the above scenario.

The hypothesis of existence of multiple origins of replication in bacteria
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

An additional point that can be raised for the possible existence of multiple origins of replication for *Nostoc* sp. may come from the localization of potential eubacterial DNA polymerase binding sites. Bacterial replication origins, although varying in size, contain (in the majority of cases) several DnaA boxes and clustering of these boxes may indicate the position of a functional origin ([@b5]). We have searched both the genomes of *E.coli* and *Nostoc* sp. for the *E.coli*\'s DnaA box consensus, which is 5′-TTATCCACA-3′, and represents a highly conserved sequence in the majority of bacterial species with small deviations depending on the G + C content of each genome. We performed our search allowing for all possible oligonucleotides that differed by no more than 1 nt from the consensus box. In [Figure 3a and b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, we have scanned the distribution of DnaA box clusters. The value *r* = 1/*d* as discussed in ([@b5]) was used in this case as a measure of the DnaA box cluster density, where with *d* is denoted the sum of the distances of each box to its two adjacent ones. Thus, high *r*-values indicate dense clustering of DnaA boxes in close vicinity, which would be primary candidates for sites, where replication could initiate.

As one can see, the density of the clusters in the case of *Nostoc* sp. is considerably greater than the one of *E.coli*. Furthermore, the fact that the values of *r* are, in general, higher for *Nostoc* sp. comes as an additional indication that there exist multiple sites with high probability to serve as origins of replication in this genome.

The highest of the three distinct 'spikes' of the *E.coli* DnaA box-density distribution is the actual functional origin of replication. In the case of *Nostoc* sp., there are 14 'spikes' with values higher than *r* = 0.002. The highest of these is located on a region where both AT and CDS skews reach a local maximum making this specific position a prime candidate for an origin of replication. However, neither this is an overall maximum, such as the one existing for *E.coli* (compare with [Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), nor it is the only one with high clustering of DnaA boxes. Such sites exist throughout the genome of *Nostoc* sp. alongside other local maxima and minima of the nucleotide and CDS skews. Particularly, the second, third and fourth higher 'spikes' of the *r*-distribution also coincide with local AT and CDS skew maxima (compare [Figures 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These observations may support the hypothesis of existence of multiple functional origins of replication in this specific genome.

The effect, which multiple origins of replication would have on bacterial chromosomes, may be investigated through computational simulations. The simulations that follow incorporate the hypothesis that a gene rearrangement resulting in the gene being transcribed collinearly with the replication will be more likely than the opposite. This simple hypothesis was applied on the complete genome of *Nostoc* sp. The simulations were carried out as follows: A supposed fixed origin of replication was set at the middle of the genome and leading and lagging strands were defined.The genome was subjected to 500 'replication cycles'.During each such cycle, every single gene was subjected to a strand switch, in a way that resembled strand transposition, with a probability of 1%.About 90% of these rearrangements (0.9% of the total) were 'selectively advantageous', meaning that they led genes to be encoded on the leading strand as defined by the supposed origin of replication. The remaining 10% corresponded to rearrangements that led genes to switch from the leading to the lagging strand.

In all cases, positions and directions of non-coding segments remained un-altered. In this way, we were able to verify that the observed effects were exclusively due to the direction of genes. The above simple procedure was in position to reproduce the effect of the existence of a simple fixed origin with the only hypothesis being the selective advantage of genes encoded on the leading strand (see [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, single-origin simulation). No specific mutation pressures were implemented. The choice of the probability parameters was arbitrary as was the number of replication cycles simulated. Several combinations of values for these parameters yield comparable results that do not change the main conclusion.

The produced simulated genome shows nucleotide skew patterns that resemble very much the ones exhibited by eubacteria, where one fixed origin is well established, like *E.coli*. It appears that a single origin of replication can lead to the emergence of clear-cut nucleotide skews, given that the leading strand is gradually enriched in genes. In order to verify that, two or more active origins of replication produce skew patterns similar to the ones observed for the natural genome of *Nostoc* sp. and most of the archaea, we carried out two additional simulations, but this time we used two and three alternating origins of replication, respectively. In this way, the leading and lagging strand partition is redefined every time the replication initiation site is altered. In both cases, the assumed origins of replication were activated (one at each replication cycle) randomly but equiprobably. Equiprobability was adopted for reasons of simplicity and it is checked that, if relaxed, the results change smoothly: the more one of the multiple sites becomes more probable, the more the resulting genome will resemble the one of the single origin simulation (data not shown). In [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, one can observe the AT skews of all three artificial genomes alongside the one obtained from the organism\'s natural genome. The simple origin model leads to a pattern comparable with eubacterial genomes, which have fixed origins. On the other hand, the 2- and 3-origin models yield patterns that resemble the archaeal and the few eubacterial genomes, where there are no clear-cut nucleotide skews and throughout which the fluctuations appear to be random.

The above results may suggest a possible explanation for the emergence of CDS and nucleotide skews. This will be that given the selective advantage for genes to be encoded on the leading strand, a fixed origin of replication is a sufficient condition for the formation of the CDS skew. Subsequently, a skewed distribution of genes along the DNA strands is bound to cause the emergence of nucleotide skews. The compositional asymmetry is more likely to be a consequence of the transcription procedure as suggested by recent works ([@b13],[@b14]), or of other gene sequence biases that are strand-specific.

Scale dependence of nucleotide skews. Quantifying the parity violation
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Bell and Forsdyke ([@b11]) were the first to address the length dependence of the PR2 bias. They focused on length scales around the medium gene length and reached the conclusion that PR2 bias in bacteria is maximum, compared with a random sequence of identical composition, when measured at a window length of ∼1000 nt. The authors correlate this value with the processes of both transcription and recombination. However, the range of the examined length scales was not sufficient to lead them to any conclusions regarding correlation between PR2 bias and replication. We have taken up this task in complete bacterial genomes in the following way: Each complete genome was read in overlapping windows of length **l**. The overlap step **s** was chosen to be 0.1 **l** at all times.For a given **l** the root-square deviation from PR2 was calculated for every segment **i** according to the following formula: $$\text{PR}2\left( {l,i} \right) = \sqrt{\left( \frac{A - T}{A + T} \right)^{2} + \left( \frac{G - C}{C + C} \right)^{2}}$$ which is a form that incorporates both biases regardless of their sign.In a following step, the PR2(**l**) was calculated as the average over all PR2(*l*, *i*).Finally, the value of **l** was increased by a given factor and the whole procedure was iterated.

We chose the **l** range to be between 10^3^ and 10^5^, so as not to exceed the size of small bacterial genomes and in order to be over the average gene length. Double logarithmic plots of **l** against PR2(**l**) produced linear fits in all cases. Through this procedure, we were able to ascribe to each species, one single value, which equaled to the slope of its log--log plot.

A correlation between the slope and the existence or absence of clear-cut PR2 skews is expected. Constant slopes are indicative of long regions with constant PR2 bias, a kind of homogeneity, which results in small absolute slope values. On the contrary, genomes throughout which the sign of the skews is fluctuating are expected to produce high absolute slope values near the random behaviour. In general, the absence of structure leads to steep slopes while the existence of long regions with constant skew sign is sufficient for the production of slopes values near zero.

We applied the above algorithm to obtain slopes for a total of 161 bacterial genomes, 18 of which where archaea. Slopes obtained varied from −0.47 to 0.002. A random sequence with no PR2 bias yielded, as expected, a slope of −0.5, while total bias would yield a constant zero slope, as is bound to produce every totally homogeneous sequence, meaning one with no fluctuations regarding nucleotide skews.

The majority of the examined archaeabacteria (17/18) produced slopes with absolute values higher than 0.3, while the majority of the eubacteria have slopes (absolute values) below this threshold. This particular trend seems to be correlated with the main difference in the skew pattern between eubacteria and archaea. Eubacteria have outright skews, which are probably reflections of the existence of a single origin of replication. On the other hand, the majority of the archaea lack a single, well-defined origin of replication and in some species there are experimental data corroborating the existence of more than one such sites ([@b31],[@b32]). In [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the slopes obtained from some typical cases of eubacterial and archaebacterial genomes are depicted.

The question of the existence of a single origin of replication is once again emerging. The observations produced herein for a set of archaeal genomes in contrast to eubacterial ones may strengthen the aforementioned proposal of the existence of multiple origins of replication and the stochastic choice among them at each duplication event as a plausible explanation for the absence of clear-cut skews in archaebacteria and in some cases of eubacteria as well.

The behaviour of the examined bacterial genomes is better illustrated in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, where a distribution of the slope values is depicted for all genomes examined. One can observe two distinct and unequal peaks. The first and smaller one is located around high absolute values, which are representative of archaeal genomes bearing no clear-cut nucleotide skews. The second, located farther on the right around lower absolute values, is indicative of the eubacterial genome behaviour and is broader and higher due to the over-representation of eubacterial genomes in the examined collection. It is noticeable that the local minimum between these two peaks is located very close to −0.3. This particular value, as discussed above, seems to be a limit, drawing the borderline between two different modes of replication, one taking place through alternating multiple origins and the other through a single, fixed one. As simulations have indicated, intermediate slope values, corresponding to the 'lump' between the main peaks (−0.3 to −0.15), may be derived from genomes with more than one active origin, among which one is largely preferential.

DISCUSSION
==========

On whether replication or regional biases in gene sequences is the main reason lying behind the observed nucleotide skews, we have argued that neither may be disregarded. Although, among the possible regional mutational biases, we have only mentioned transcription-related ones as the main source of the parity violation, any gene sequence bias that is strand-related would be sufficient to support our proposed scenario. We believe that transcription might be the most probable cause, based on the following argument. Transcription-related nucleotide skews have been observed in higher eukaryotes ([@b13]). Nonetheless, in eukaryotes, there are clear boundaries between transcribed and non-transcribed regions, which cannot be defined in eubacterial genomes where overlapping genes are frequent. So we cannot carry out the analysis of regional skews around transcription start and end sites in eubacterial genomes. Even so, among the possible types of gene sequence bias, transcription seems to be the most probable, since it constitutes a common molecular process occurring very frequently throughout the cell cycle. Regarding the role of replication, it appears that a fixed replication origin may lead to the emergence of a CDS skew, due to the evolutionary advantage of the co-linearity of transcription and replication. In addition, establishing a CDS skew seems to be a sufficient condition for the emergence of nucleotide skews and this is the case in most eubacterial genomes as data from *Oriloc* may support. This was also shown herein, where the artificial production of a CDS skew in the genome of *Nostoc* sp. led to the emergence of clear-cut nucleotide skews.

Strand-biased mutational pressures inside genes are likely to produce local deviations from PR2. Furthermore, in order for this violation to be observed throughout the genome and not be confined locally in single transcriptional units, it is necessary that a strand bias is also existent. It is here that selection acts favouring those gene rearrangements that position genes on the leading strand. A fixed origin of replication is needed for selection to act this way. This hypothesis is able to incorporate the data referring to the emergence of CDS and nucleotide skews, as well as their correlation with the replication and transcription processes, in one simple framework.

Under this prospect, in the cases where both kinds of skews are absent, this may be ascribed to the presence of multiple origins of replication. These sites are likely to represent local maxima in cumulative nucleotide skew diagrams, as well as local maxima of CDS skew 'walks'. Additionally, they are expected to be localized closely to clusters of DnaA boxes in eubacteria, which are conserved markers of DNA polymerase binding (see [Figures 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Our results for *Nostoc* sp. seem to fit well with the above scenario, thus allowing us to support the proposal that multiple functional origins of replication may exist in this genome and are probable to be existing in other genomes, such as the ones of archaea, where clear-cut skews are not observed.
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![Nucleotide and CDS skews for two different cases. (**a**) A typical eubacterium, *E.coli*, with clear-cut GC and CDS skew (**b**) *Nostoc* sp., a non-typical eubacterium, exhibiting fluctuating skews.](gki988f1){#fig1}

![AT skews obtained from the real genome of *Nostoc* sp. and an artificial one created when genes are rearranged in an order that produces a perfect CDS skew (all forward genes arranged sequentially, followed by all reverse complement genes). A clear-cut AT skew emerges from the artificial genome with the perfect CDS skew, which is also shown in black. The corresponding GC skews follow similar pattern and are not presented here for sake of simplicity.](gki988f2){#fig2}

![DnaA box clusters distribution for (**a**) *E.coli* and (**b**) *Nostoc* sp. Peaks correspond to multiple DnaA boxes occurring in close vicinity, indicating probable sites where replication may be initiated.](gki988f3){#fig3}

![AT skews obtained from the real genome of *Nostoc* sp. (black) and artificial ones produced through simulations assuming existence of a single (at 3.2 bp, red), two (at 0 and 3.2 Mb, orange) and three (at 0, 1.6 and 3.2 Mb, blue) distinct replication origins. A clear-cut pattern emerges for the simulated genome with a single replication origin, while for the two- and three-origin models the patterns resemble much the one of the real genome. All three simulations have reached the asymptotic limit (no significant changes are observed for higher number of iterations).](gki988f4){#fig4}

![Log-log plots of average root-squared PR2 deviations for two example sets of 10 eubacteria (blue) and 8 archaeabacteria (red). The majority of eubacteria produce slopes around zero while archaea appear to be close to the random behaviour as shown by the straight line in both panels. Two exceptional eubacterial cases (*Nostoc* sp. and *Synechocystis*, empty blue signs) share the behaviour of the archaea.](gki988f5){#fig5}

![Distribution of log-log average root-square PR2 deviation slope values for 161 bacterial species. The two peaks exhibit the two distinct modes. The one located near −0.4 is representative of the archaea while the larger one closer to zero corresponds to the eubacteria. In general, species with slope values below the boundary value of −0.3 produce unclear skew patterns indicating an alternative mode of replication.](gki988f6){#fig6}
